2003WU172 – UCAC2 41327809

2010 Jan 18  17h33.8m U.T.

**Planet:**
- $a = 39.06$, $e = 0.25$
- V. mag. = 21.28
- Diam. = 173.8 km = 0.01"
- $\mu = 3.06^\prime \prime/h$
- $\pi = 0.30^\prime$
- Ref. = MPO147282
- $\Delta m = 7.7$
- Max. dur. = 9.7s

**Star:**
- Source cat. UCAC2
- $\alpha = 5^h17^m12.724^s$
- $\delta = +27^\circ07'04.75"$
- V. mag. = 13.60
- Ph. mag. = 0.00
- Sun : 141°
- Moon : 105°, 10%

17h28m00s – 17h39m00s; int. 1m